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Jerry felt strange since he picked up the odd object out of the local 

garbage, but how could he have not – It was shining and appeared 

valuable. Jerry presumed that it was thrown there recently by a 

person who didn’t know its value. 

 

By now Jerry was starting to regret taking the thing out of a garbage 

can which was full of bacteria and what not for certain. Jerry sighed 

and looked down at his open hands. The man blinked in shock as he 

noticed that his fingers appeared altered. They were thinner and the 

fingernails were throbbing and pushing out into sharp points. 

 

Jerry scratched his head with his left hand instinctively and right after 

he yelped in pain. He knew that it wasn’t normal that his fingernails 

turned into claws, but he tried to reason it out. The flesh of his lower 

arms was changing to light pink and the flesh on his inner hands 

started puffing out to form several somewhat subtle pads. 

 

The man noticed how his heart started beating faster and his heart 

started to spin in a daze. Jerry’s ears were starting to thin down and 

grow bigger and rounder. His nose began altering and turning into a 

smaller and more symmetrical shape at the beginnings of what could 

only be described as a snout. 

 

Jerry’s eyes widened as he noticed his face starting to spill out into a 

conical muzzle of a rodent. As it grew longer Jerry’s eyes were forced 

to migrate to the sides of his altering head, where they darkened and 

shrank into black beads. Whiskers started piercing Jerry’s muzzle and 

his teeth started to ache. 



 

The changing man laid his hands on his inhuman face and kept 

groaning as inside his mouth his teeth started moving back into new 

positions, except for the incisors which started elongating into more 

resilient counterparts. 

 

The entire head was changing shape as it adapted to the animal 

muzzle it just grew. Jerry clutched his cranium as it started to pound 

and shrink into a more compact size. Jerry’s entire head became 

more streamlined and adequate for an adaptive animal. 

 

It was hard to focus on anything else for the man as his entire body 

started to shift in proportions and shape. As much as Jerry’s body 

kept getting plumper at his torso, his entire form seemed to shrink. 

The man got reassured of it when he realised that his flat was 

becoming larger compared to his own body. 

 

“Eek! Please, no! I’ll put the orb back, just stop the ch-ch-

chaaangeeks!” – Jerry pleaded the unknown force, before he fell over 

onto all fours. His feet slipped out of his socks as they started 

changing more drastically. 

 

The bones in them were lengthening and making the feet decisively 

more animal than human. The heels rose higher and Jerry was mostly 

forced to balance on his shifting tiptoes. Underneath those his flesh 

started swelling to form some more protective pads of numb flesh as 

footwear became useless for the man. The toes elongated somewhat 

and transparent claws formed at their tips. 

 

Jerry trembled as his spine started throbbing and forcing him to 

remain on all fours mainly. He felt like he could get onto two legs 

again, as his spine wasn’t completely restrictive, but it certainly 

wasn’t what it used to be anymore either. 



 

The worst was about to happen as Jerry’s jeans fell down to his feet 

and revealed a nub of flesh and bone beginning to form at his rear. It 

was actually his tailbone growing longer and starting to form a pointy 

and worm-like tail of a rat. 

 

Jerry looked back and almost fainted as he noticed the flailing 

appendage, sticking out of his rear and moving almost on its own 

accord. It kept growing longer, almost the length of the rest of his 

body. 

 

The changing man tried to crawl away from the changes, but the 

movement only seemed to accelerate them. Jerry’s torso became 

more streamlined as his ribcage started to painfully turn rounder. The 

man’s hips widened somewhat and his pelvis crunched as it became 

more suited for quadrupedal movement. 

 

“Ny-eeek! Ackh…!” – Jerry exclaimed in discomfort as his neck 

painfully snapped to become more appropriate length to fit his rat 

body. Jerry realised that he wasn’t able to bend his neck like he used 

to previously as his body became more horizontal oriented than it 

used to be. 

 

Jerry looked around frantically as his body continued to shrink. The 

changing man was dog-sized by now at best and he kept shrinking to 

become a relatively big rat, but nonetheless a rat. It felt bizarre to 

Jerry as his body itched and flesh crawled to catch up with his 

contracting bones. 

 

The man had to readjust his four-legged stance as his limbs started 

shortening, especially his arms compared to their former length. 

Jerry’s legs however started altering more than the former as they 

slowly turned digitigrade and better for sneaky, but also somewhat 



swift movement. 

 

The end of the transformation was slowly becoming clearer, but 

Jerry’s nose twitched at the thought of what was left unchanged. 

Underneath his tail his genitalia started to morph and move closer 

towards the base of the appendage, especially Jerry’s balls. 

 

Jerry let out a squeak of discomfort as his testicles started to swell 

bigger and weight down his ballsack, that is until it started to stretch 

and adapt to their size. Jerry felt how his testicles turned oblong and 

were forced to pull closer towards his tail. 

 

Jerry’s cock didn’t fare any better as it started to lose the human tip. 

The shaft became more streamlined and grew slightly longer. The 

colour of the flesh shifted too to differ it from the human past. Jerry 

felt his foreskin fold back, but then regrow in a way, albeit completely 

different and furry. 

 

The huge bald rat that Jerry became slowly shrank down to his final 

size and only then the first strands of dark brown fur started growing 

all over his body, except for his tail. The fur rapidly grew longer. Soon 

Jerry’s transformation ended fully. 

 

Jerry looked around and sighed for he knew that his life became 

much simpler now and what it used to be was gone, at least for 

now… 


